Emergency in False-Electrical Storm in Patients with Implanted Cardioverter Defibrillator
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Abstract

The Electrical Storm (ES) indicates cardiac electrical instability manifested by several episodes of ventricular tachyarrhythmias within a short time. False-ES is defined as recurrent inappropriate Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator (ICD) discharges over 24 hours. Far from being a minor complication, False-ES is usually physical and psychological harmful and potentially lethal. The most common causes of inappropriate ICD shock include supraventricular tachycardia with high ventricular response and oversensing of peaked T waves or R wave, myopotentials or electrical noise. Appropriate diagnosis and treatment are critical in Emergency Department. To approach these patients systematically, it is important to understand that in general, there are four causes of shock. Modern ICD incorporate sophisticated tachycardia detection algorithms within their programming designed to minimize detection mistakes by the device and ICD-related information can also be checked using remote home monitoring systems. They are often not utilized to their full benefit. Thus, careful attention should be paid to the programming of the device. Fine tuning of the detection and differentiation algorithms is critical, and best done by a practitioner who understands the subtle differences among the different manufacturers. The approach to this problems is reviewed.
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Background

Current definition of ES is the occurrence of three or more episodes of sustained VT or Ventricular fibrillation (VF) within 24 h requiring appropriate medical intervention. The same definition applies in ICD carriers in which ES is defined by three or more appropriate and separate (at least 5 min) device interventions in 24 h, either with Antitachycardia Pacing (ATP) or shock [1]. Current guidelines recommend ICD implantation for secondary prevention of Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) in survivors of cardiac arrest with no correctable causes and in patients with sustained symptomatic VT of different etiology. They also recommend ICD implantation for primary prevention in patients with ischemic or non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy and ejection fraction equal or lower than 35% after at least 3 months of optimized medical therapy [2] and in other less frequent inherited arrhythmogenic syndromes. For these reasons, ES is an increasingly frequent cause of access to Emergency Department (ED). It is estimated that about 25% of ICD carriers experience at least one ES episode per year follow-up [3,4]. Sometimes multiple recurrent ICD discharges are not associated with ES but are due to device malfunctioning. False-ES is defined as recurrent inappropriate ICD discharges over 24 hours. Far from being a minor complication, False-ES is usually physical and psychological harmful and potentially lethal. The most common causes of inappropriate ICD shock include supraventricular tachycardia with high ventricular response, device oversensing and mechanical malfunctions. Recurrent ICD shocks can cause myocardial injury by direct electrocution cell injury and by activation of signaling pathways in the molecular cascade of Heart Failure (HF), the most important of all are adrenergic neurohormonal system. Adrenergic iperactivity may then synergize with recurrent ventricular arrhythmias in exacerbating ventricular dysfunction and worsening HF. Sweeney et al. [5] demonstrated that electrical shocks were associated with an increased risk of death independently of underlying ventricular arrhythmia. Authors esteemes that for every delivered shock, whether appropriate or not, the risk of death increases by 20%. On the other hand, no increased risk was associated with Antitachycardia Pacing (ATP) therapies. False-ES does not only cause myocardial damage, but can deplete a full device battery within hours, potentially leaving the patient unprotected from life-threatening arrhythmic events. False-ES should be treated by immediate intervention to suppress ICD shocks. Moreover, inappropriate discharges from ICD should be avoided at all cost by an optimal device programming [6].

Implantable Device

The ICD is a implantable device able to monitor cardiac rhythm and terminate potentially life-threatening arrhythmias. It consists of two main
components: the generator that contains the battery, all the circuits that run the device, and the operator communicating system; the leads that reach heart chambers through the venous system and allow the device to monitor heart electrical activity and to deliver therapies. The ICD has a lead implanted in the right ventricle apex able to record ventricular activity and release therapies like pacing and/or direct current shock. In adjunct, some ICD has another lead implanted in the right atrium to record atrial electrical activity, improving discrimination between Supraventricular Arrhythmias (SVA) and ventricular arrhythmias and to pace the atrium (ICD-DR). ICD with Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT-D) has a third lead that paces the left ventricle (through the coronary venous system) synchronously to the right ventricle improving contractility. ICD uses mathematical algorithms defined by the manufacturer to discriminate life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias from supraventricular arrhythmias and to deliver appropriate therapy. Modern ICD stores information from various diagnostic features including intracardiac ECG registrations during arrhythmia and can transmit these data using remote monitoring technology. Furthermore, the ICD can generate audible alarms in the case of device malfunction, low battery capacity and lead failure. Sometimes correct recognition fails and, in this case, the therapy delivered is defined inappropriate. In other cases the delivered therapy may not be able to terminate the ventricular arrhythmia, and it is defined ineffective/VT recognition is primarily based on tachycardia cycle length and duration. Both of these parameters are tailored on the patient's characteristics. Thus, ICD uses ventricular rate zones for rhythm classification. The boundaries between zones are defined by two main principles: the recognition of unstable fast VT/VF must be highly sensitive even at the cost of inappropriate rapid SVA treatment; the recognition of slower VT has to be more specific to avoid inappropriate therapies even at the cost of some delay in detection. The ICD treats ventricular tachyarrhythmias with two modalities: Antitachycardia Pacing (ATP) and Direct current shock. ATP is a brief ventricular pacing (6–8 beats) with a cycle length slightly lower (thus at a faster rate) of the arrhythmia, in the attempt of resetting the reentrant circuit and interrupting the arrhythmia; sometimes the paced cycle shortens from beat to beat and in this case it is referred as ATP ramp. Direct current shock is a biphasic electrical shock provided between the generator case and the coil localized on the right ventricular lead; the energy released may vary, reaching up to 41 J with the latest generation high-energy devices. Basing on several studies [8–19], ICD programming should empirically involve the use of three rate zones: a slow VT zone up to 320 ms cycle length (<188 bpm); a fast VT zone from 320 to 240 ms (188–250 bpm); a VF zone from 240 ms (>250 bpm). In VT zones a variable number of ATP attempts precedes the shocks delivery. In the slow VT zone, a greater number than in fast VT zone are usually programmed, as fast arrhythmias are usually less tolerated. In the VF zone, the hemodynamic instability of the arrhythmia and its high life-threatening potential require an immediate shock delivery. In modern devices an ATP during capacitor charging is delivered, avoiding the shock in the case of arrhythmic interruption. VT/VF detection isn’t only based on ventricular rate but also requires a programmable duration of the arrhythmia to avoid detection of non-sustained episodes. Usually a VT/VF is detected when a certain percentage of ventricular sensed beats meets cycle length criteria.

The type of counting used varies between detection zones and between manufacturers. In order to improve sensibility, according to some manufacturers, the arrhythmia is detected when a certain percentage of beats falls in VF zone, while consecutive interval counting is required in the VT zone to increase specificity. The time to detection in the VT zone should be longer enough to allow spontaneous termination of non-sustained episodes.

Inappropriate Therapies Due To Supraventricular Tachycardia

Inappropriate therapies (especially shocks) are one of the main issues to be avoided because they cause patient discomfort, are potentially proarrhythmic and reduce battery life. The two main causes of inappropriate shock are failure in discriminating SVA and signal misinterpretation (Tab. 1) [11–20]. Frequently SVA are associated with a fast ventricular response leading ventricular rate to fall into VT/VF detection zone causing inappropriate therapy release. This problem occurs more frequently with single-chamber ICD that hasn't atrial sensing capabilities. Current guidelines don't provide a clear stepwise approach to managing patients at high risk for recurrent shock. Appropriate diagnosis and treatment are critical. Modern ICD incorporates sophisticated tachycardia detection algorithms inside their programming designed to minimize detection mistakes (Figures 1–5). Thus, careful attention should be paid the programming of the device. Fine tuning of the detection and differentiation algorithms is critical and best done by a practitioner who understands the subtle differences among the different manufacturers. Placing an atrial pacing lead and upgrading a single-chamber system to a dual-chamber system for improved SVT discrimination is sometimes necessary and points out the significance of carefully screening for any history of SVT prior to initial ICD implant. ICD uses a variety of algorithms to discriminate SVA from VT. Major ones are listed below:

- Atrio ventricular rate comparison: applies only in dual-chamber ICDs; when the ventricular rate is faster, the diagnosis is VT. When atrial and ventricular rates are equal, additional criteria are required for discrimination.
- Onset: useful for discrimination of gradually accelerating sinus tachycardia from sudden-onset VT; it applies when the RR interval shortens by a programmed percentage if compared with the average number of preceding beats. May fail in case of VT occurring during sinus tachycardia.
- Stability: useful for discrimination of fast response Atrial Fibrillation (AF). When RR interval variability is greater than a programmed percentage, AF is supposed. It may fail in the case of very fast AF in which there is a pseudo-regularization of ventricular rate, in atrial flutter or in irregular VT.
- Morphology: it compares endocavitary electrocardiograms recorded during sinus rhythm and during VT. It is useful in single-chamber ICD lacking of atrial information, but may fail in intraventricular conduction delays and in rate-dependent conduction delays.

-Rate duration: it is an extreme lifesaving measure. It results in shock delivery after a programmable time interval even if the episode is classified as SVA; this algorithm is usually activated when there is a high risk of undertreatment of VT erroneously recognized as SVA, but it increases the risk of overtreatment.
Inappropriate Shock Due To Oversensing

Signal misinterpretation is other big deal leading to inappropriate shocks. It may depend on some programmed easily editable variables and external and far field interferences and lead fracture that usually requires an interventional approach [21–23] (Table 1). Major ones are listed below:

- T wave oversensing: it happens when a high amplitude T wave is erroneously recognized as an R wave. It may happen because the low ventricular sensing threshold necessary to recognize even low-amplitude VF. This problem can be solved by increasing sensing threshold, lengthening refractory period or changing sensing decay parameters to suppress T wave detection.
- Double-counted R waves: it may occur as a result of local ventricular delay in the baseline state or conduction delay caused by drugs or electrolyte abnormalities. It may also occur in patients with a double or triple lead ICD, long PR interval and loss of RV pacing capture. The ICD may count both the paced ventricular event and the spontaneous R wave conducted from the atrium. Finally, another common cause of double counting is loss of RV capture in CRT-Ds: the device counts both the paced ventricular...
Figure 6. Stepwise algorithm for patients with frequent or repetitive ICD shocks

Table 1. Common Causes of Inappropriate Shock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supraventricular tachycardia with rapid ventricular response rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial flutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial tachycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinus tachycardia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device oversensing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intracardiac signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-wave oversensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-wave double counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial far-field sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracardiac signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectoral myopotentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaphragmatic myopotentials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical malfunctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead dislodgement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

event and the RV depolarization originating from the LV lead. R-wave double counting results in alternation of 2 ventricular cycle lengths. The second component of the R wave is usually sensed as soon as the blanking period terminates and is always classified in the VF zone. The classification of the first one depends on the programming of the tachy-zones and on the heart rate. The double counting can manifest during sinus rhythm, only during Precocious Ventricular Complex (PVC) or during slow VT with a misclassification as VF, the true rate being overestimated and possibly leading to shocks. Prolongation of the ventricular blanking period from the nominal value corrects ventricular double counting in the majority of cases and must be proposed as the first step when possible, keeping in mind that a common concern is true VF undersensing when the blanking period is over-extended. Similarly, decreasing the programmed ventricular sensitivity may resolve the problem in a certain number of cases but this option requires that reliable sensing of VF is confirmed at the reduced level of sensitivity. Moreover, lowering ventricular sensitivity may be dangerous and useless since the amplitude of the 2 signals may be as high. Programming of very high VF zone to solve the problem seems also inappropriate. Atrial far-field sensing generated by inappropriately detecting an atrial paced event in the ventricular chamber related to the sensing of events from one chamber in another chamber. Cross-chamber blanking periods are an integral part of the ICD and CRT-D sensing systems. They are used to suppress detection of device-generated artifact as well as certain intrinsic signal artifacts. Events that occur during refractory and cross-chamber blanking periods are ignored for the purposes of pacing timing cycles and ventricular tachycardia detection. Each refractory and fixed cross-chamber blanking period includes a re-triggerable noise window, which helps to detect and classify persistent noise. Cross-chamber blanking periods are designed to promote appropriate sensing of in chamber events and prevent oversensing of activity in another...
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Figure periods are initiated by paced and/or sensed events in an adjacent chamber. Residual energy on the defibrillation lead after shock delivery can increase the likelihood of cross-talk / far-field sensing. As this residual energy dissipates with time after shock delivery, the potential for cross-talk / far-field sensing also decreases. To reduce oversensing after shock delivery, a longer fixed value is automatically applied for all cross blanking periods during the Post-Therapy Period. -Electromagnetic Interference (EMI): is fortunately fairly infrequent with bipolar leads, but still occurs. There are many causes of EMI, the most common of which include Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), large magnetic fields, arc welding, improper copper wiring in a shower, carrying stereo speakers, working on a running car engine, and lingering in a store’s surveillance gating. To prevent shock from EMI often involves a certain amount of detective work. Once the cause of the EMI is identified, the patient must avoid the culprit, or in some cases, the device can be reprogrammed to prevent recognition of the EMI; -Pectoral Myopotentials: farfield myopotential recording may lead to inappropriate arrhythmic detection. This problem occurred in the past with unipolar leads using large sensing fields and is now largely avoided with the modern bipolar leads, recording more localized signals only. This high-frequency, variable amplitude signals are prominent on electrograms that include the ICD can, including shock electrograms and leadless ECG. They may be reproduced by pectoral muscle exercise. However, because ICD do not use these signals as primary sensing channels, pectoral myopotentials do not cause oversensing if the lead is intact. However, they may cause misclassification of exercise-induced sinus tachycardia as VT because algorithms that discriminate VT from SVT based on ventricular electrogram morphology use the RV coil can vector as the default signal. Pectoral myopotentials might also interfere with algorithms that evaluate lead integrity by comparing near-field and far-field signals; -Diaphragmatic Myopotentials: these low-amplitude, high-frequency signals are more prominent on the sensing electrogram than the shock electrogram because the sensing bipole is closer to the source. Their amplitude varies with respiration, but not the cardiac cycle. Oversensing is most common with integrated bipolar sensing at the RV apex and rare with dedicated bipolar sensing or leads in the RV outflow tract. It occurs when sensitivity is maximal, after long diastolic intervals or ventricular paced events, and often ends with a sensed R wave, which reduces sensitivity abruptly. Thus, it commonly occurs in pacemaker-dependent patients, in whom inhibition of pacing maintains high ventricular sensitivity, resulting in persistent oversensing and inappropriate detection of VE. It may present as syncope because of inhibition of pacing followed by an inappropriate shock. With chronically implanted leads, oversensing may first occur after the dominant rhythm changes from ventricular sensed to ventricular paced, such as upgrade to CRT-D or AV junction ablation. Oversensing may be reproduced by monitoring real-time electrograms during deep breathing or straining in different positions, after programming VF detection off. -Lead failure: has many causes, but some of the most common include fractured leads, dislodged leads, loss of capture after ICD shock, redundant loops of endocardial leads, chatter in active fixation lead, loose set screw or adapter. Management of this category of shock involves fixing the implanted system, either with device reprogramming or reoperation. In these cases lead extraction and/or new lead insertion is the only choice. Modern devices usually provide alerts for lead integrity. The patient should be questioned about positional muscle twitching suggesting possible lead malfunction. If present, or if nonphysiologic noise is seen on the interrogation strips, active manipulation of the arm and device pocket should be performed while recording a rhythm strip with device channel markers through the interrogation box to determine if it is reproducible.

Device Reprogramming

Several studies demonstrated that repeated ICD shocks are associated with increased mortality as well as a reduction of quality of life [4]. For these reasons optimization of ICD programming in order to avoid unnecessary shock is mandatory in patients experiencing False-ES. As stated above, arrhythmic detection and treatment by ICD is a step process including several variables such as heart rate threshold, number of intervals to detect, discrimination of SVA, and type and number of therapies released. Each of these steps can be tailored upon patient characteristics to avoid unnecessary treatment. A patient who receives multiple shocks is not difficult to identify by inspecting data stored in the ICD. They will present to an ED with the specific complaint that their ICD has fired several times. At that point in time, it is critical to define the etiology of the shocks. Perform initial evaluation as above. The device needs to be fully interrogated, with careful analysis of all of the stored EGM recorded from the recent therapies and performing specific troubleshooting (Fig 6). The single most important diagnostic test is interrogation of the patient’s device. If device malfunction is suspected, therapy (antitachycardia pacing and shock) can be immediately suspended by placing a magnet over the ICD can (Fig 6). Unlike a pacemaker, this will not alter the device’s pacing capabilities. Should a true ventricular arrhythmia subsequently declare itself, removing the magnet will immediately reactivate all device therapies. Subsequent treatment will depend on the determined underlying cause. Device safety alerts are fortunately a reality and are more common with ICD than pacemakers. Prophylactic removal or replacement of a generator or lead on alert is generally not recommended unless the patient is pacer dependent. All device manufactures with products on alert have published management guidelines to physicians, which should be updated as new data is collected. The response to a safety alert must be individualized to each patient and balance the patient’s risk of death from malfunction vs. the likelihood of malfunction and the known risk associated with going back in the pocket in terms of infection, perforation and bleeding.

Conclusion

The two main causes of False-ES are failure in discriminating SVA and signal misinterpretation. False-ES are a life-threatening syndrome and the appropriateness of acute management determines the patient’s survival. Despite the difficulties associated with a comprehensive evaluation of this critical condition, a diagnostic approach based on the type of arrhythmia and the signals of device malfunction facilitates the mechanism-directed of inappropriate shocks. Recent advances in ICD reprogramming algorithm have greatly improved the clinical outcomes.
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